The Nature of Healing
By Cathy Koning

The front garden, with magpie, after rain.

A few years ago I was diagnosed with Acute Myeloid Leukaemia (AML). Chromosomes
number 8 and 20 had gone rogue and began making copies of themselves. Chemotherapy,
sepsis, a three week stint in ICU (the first week intubated and in a coma), and a life-saving
donor stem cell followed. I then dealt with the many side effects from graft versus host
disease and the drugs required to manage it.
During my long recovery I began to experience the natural world, and my place in it,
in an entirely new light.
We can heal nature, and nature can heal us.
Although I did not voice it to many people, during my hospitalisation I was desperate to
go outside. The air in the cancer ward was double-filtered to keep out bugs; no plant life,
including flowers, was permitted. I often woke up gasping for air like a fish out of water. I
loved being in the fresh air, even if was just a journey up the corridor by trolley to have a
chest catheter fitted. Cancer is extremely energy depleting, but when I was feeling strong
enough I enjoyed sitting in the wintery sun in the large park across the road from the hospital,
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wearing an overcoat with some chocolate stashed in the pocket and a beanie to protect my
bald head.
I have always been compelled to garden. If a love of gardening is in any way genetic, it
comes from my father. My Mum preferred to be inside cooking our meals and keeping our
house cosy and comfortable. My parents were immigrants from the north of Holland. Dad
was a horticulturist, however the government found him work on a sheep station in central
New South Wales. Dad later worked on a cherry orchard in Victoria. Here my brother and I
made billy carts and created huts in the fallen down pine trees down by the creek. We picked
delicious blackberries and mushrooms, and Dad sometimes went to the beach and caught eels
for our dinner. I wore cherries as earrings. Spending time in the bush was great fun too,
especially rummaging around the little rubbish tip. Finding an old saddle, I propped it on a
tree branch, asked mum for some string for the reins and hey presto, I was Velvet Brown
winning the Grand National once again.
With the enlargement of the Eildon Weir, in 1961 a Rural Finance Closer Settlement
irrigation area was opened near Shepparton comprising one hundred and seventy irrigated
dairy and orchard holdings created from wheat and sheep country. My parents were fortunate
enough to be allocated an orchard of forty acres. The district comprised entirely of couples
with young children. The local primary school, the co-op, the footy club and old nearby
churches became the focus of community activity. The residents came to the aid of anyone
who needed help and there was always someone dropping in for morning tea. In retrospect it
was an interesting social experiment.
The terrain was flat and criss-crossed with irrigation channels, quite reminiscent of the
canals in Holland. The skies were big and the summers were dry and very hot. Rows of
beautiful apricot trees pruned to a vase shape formed our backyard. The white blossoms
looked incredible in spring. Dad also grew peaches and pears. He pruned every fruit tree
entirely on his own each winter. It was a big moment when he finally trimmed the last one.
We swam and floated about in old tractor tubes in the channel in front of the house. The
water was crystal clear. Yabbies flicked at our legs with their tails and leeches stuck to us.
Meanwhile spoonbills foraged for small creatures along the muddy embankments.
Mum and Dad were too busy running the farm to create a vegetable patch or look after
chooks themselves, although Dad did grow the occasional rockmelon. There was no spare
cash around but we ate very well, with most of our food obtained locally. We consumed fresh
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and bottled fruit year round. Bottling days were messy but fun. Mum made her own icecream and a large variety of pastries. The dairy farm next door provided delicious,
unpasteurised milk straight from the vat. When it settled overnight in the billy a thick layer of
cream formed. Free-range eggs were purchased from a farm up the road. The mailman threw
a loaf of bread into the mailbox with our letters; no wrapping. The greengrocer came to the
door each week, selling fruit and vegies from the back of his van. Another man delivered
meat. Mum bought Dutch specialties for us such as herrings, salted liquorice drops and Edam
cheese from the local delicatessen. And sometimes I caught a redfin in the channel. This is
where I lived from the age of ten until I left for university where I took up a teaching
studentship.
After three years I resigned from teaching to explore my interest in photography. Over the
years my resume also reflected my strong interest in cinema, with stints working front of
house for a large cinema chain and as publicist for a leading arthouse cinema. However,
working inside the windowless and airless concrete basement of a high rise building began to
pall. I felt depressed and regularly suffered from the flu. In a crazy light bulb moment I told
one of the film reviewers I wanted to work outdoors. He said ‘My garden needs work,’ so off
I went and reinvented myself as a horticulturist. After a short time experimenting on the
gardens of my friends, using my orange Datsun 180B as a work vehicle, a friend and I started
a business concentrating on the sustainable rejuvenation and maintenance of gardens in the
well-heeled Melbourne suburbs. We amicably parted company after three years and I
continued on.
Working in other people’s gardens provided an intensive education in all things plant
related. The keys were constant observation, awareness of the seasons and understanding the
needs of each plant. At the start we used glyphosate to kill weeds in the paths and pesticides
to eliminate bugs such as spider mites on the azaleas. But none of the team wanted to work
with toxic chemicals so we just stopped using them, instead concentrating on improving soil
health and planting the ‘right plant in the right place’.
You don’t often hear the words ‘Toorak garden’ and ‘wild and free indigenous planting’
in the one sentence. The plants were mainly non-native, with the choice wide due to lack of
frosts and plenty of water on tap, unless restrictions were in force. The soils were sandy,
regularly requiring a truck load or two of compost. Often garden beds would be stripped bare
of what I came to understand as nature’s blanket. Adding a lovely layer of mulch became a
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given part of our job. Shaping, feeding and rejuvenating tired gardens can be deeply
satisfying. Clients regularly requested colour and lots of flowers. I learned that many plants
only flower for a short time. Many other factors such as the beauty of the bark, the colour and
shape and texture of the leaves came into play.
Garden trends were much in evidence and gave us an opportunity to see how well or badly
a garden designer’s impressive plans played out over time. The styles varied from the usual
box hedges and white Iceberg roses and pretty cottage plants to uniform rows of strappy
Liriopes under Manchurian Pears, and the occasional historic remnants of an Edna Walling
design. Going back to my childhood, when I was around four or five, Dad worked on a hobby
farm near Dandenong. We lived in an old wooden house on the property. No suburbia or
freeway then, just the dairy farm and a small creek. The comfortable Art Deco style main
house was surrounded by a garden designed by Walling. The long driveway featured a
wisteria covered pergola, and the rectangular ornamental pool paved with irregular stones
was paradise for a child. I remember edging worms out of the manure patties dotted around
the cow shed, putting them onto a makeshift hook in an unsuccessful attempt to catch the
goldfish. And paddling with my friends in the green canvas pool that Dad had set up.

The unwilling gardeners 1969

My tree hugging days. 1975

Much later, at my own suburban home, I created a delightful cottage-style garden. I
borrowed the simple design from a client’s much larger garden; a rectangle divided into two
separate spaces defined with two serpentine curves so that a surprise was partially hidden
from the lawn nearest the house. The garden featured standard roses, a jacaranda, rare plants
such as black lilies and a lush lawn to lie about on with the cats and read books. My Greek
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neighbour, who grew much of his family’s food, was puzzled as to why there were no fruit
trees or even a vegetable patch. I had to say goodbye to this sanctuary when my husband’s
business failed and we needed to sell our house. The move to the country was a successful
attempt to make a fresh start and experience a totally new environment. I found a job
managing a workshop-based community sustainability program for two local shires. It turned
out to be a good match up with my skills. The gardening workshops generally had a waiting
list and the presenters were both knowledgeable and entertaining. Together with the
participants, I became much more aware of the importance of working with, rather than
exploiting, the environment which we all depend on for our existence.

My father and brother in front of the machinery shed. Note iconic red Massey Ferguson and the spray
pump on the left.

Someday we shall look back on this dark era of agriculture and shake our heads. How could
we have ever believed that it was a good idea to grow our food with poisons?– Dr. Jane
Goodall
After the cancer diagnosis I thought about possible causes of my illness. My father
regularly applied the broad-spectrum pesticide dieldrin on our orchard, as did many fruit
farmers in the district at the time. Dieldrin is a form of synthetic organochlorine pesticide
from the same family as DDT, heptachlor, aldrin and chlordane. According to a report by the
University of Hertfordshire it is ‘a neurotoxin and probably a mutagen’ which is highly toxic
to mammals. It remains in the soil for decades.
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Being a farmer was not easy. Dad had to contend with hailstorms (one year the force of a
storm ripped the fruit-laden peach trees right out of the ground), frosts and competition from
the European Common Market and South African growers. Add to that the emerging problem
of salinity due to a rising water table. Then there were the demands of the cannery. The fruit
had to be of perfect size and blemish free and this required the use of chemicals. Dad told me
he hated spraying the industrial quantities of chemicals he used to kill insects such as scale,
codling moth or to counteract brown rot. He was certainly diligent when applying the
chemical soup. He always wore top to toe protective gear including a mackintosh and face
mask. The red spray pump he towed behind the tractor expelled a vast toxic mist which
wafted everywhere. Our drinking water came via a corrugated tank with the rainwater
captured from the roof of our house. Chemical residue no doubt contaminated the entire roof
after dad sprayed the fruit trees. It is difficult to know what ended up in an innocent-looking
glass of water.
My brother recalls a neighbour spraying some left over DDT around his farm. Shortly
afterwards he found dead magpies and swore never to use it again. The inside of our home
got the DDT treatment too; compliments of products such as Shelltox which mum would
liberally spray around using a bicycle pump type apparatus. As the ad said ‘Its DDT content
remains deadly for weeks’.
Dieldrin was not the only chemical dad applied. I came across a neat bright yellow
cardboard calculator which helped him apply the correct amount of carbendazim fungicide,
commercially known as Bavastin, a potion which is highly toxic to earthworms. Dad also
used another organochlorine insecticide, Malathion, which is still on the market. It is highly
toxic to bees. Environmental death by a million cuts.
I cannot prove it of course; however there may be a connection between the chemicals I
was exposed to as a child and my AML. Nowadays I buy organic local food whenever
possible including pasture fed eggs, vegetables and artisan bread and cheeses. Some organic
foods and green cleaning products can also be found in our supermarkets. There are regular
farmers markets and suppliers nearby. To me it is a no brainer even though it costs a bit more.
During my long recovery we regularly visited our best friends in California. Thanks to
them we experienced two of the most stunning parks on the planet. The Calaveras Big Trees
State Park, home of the giant sequoias, is a short drive away from their cosy cabin in the low
Sierras. And big trees they certainly are. Many are huge, between 250 and 300 feet in height
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and 90 feet in circumference. The bark is thick and spongy, not hard like our eucalyptus trees.
The feeling of standing underneath these magnificent specimens, some a thousand years old,
is difficult to put into words. Looking up, all that can be seen is a massive canopy with tiny
bits of sky poking through.
Calaveras is also a reminder of the destruction humans can do to the forest. One giant was
cut down and the trunk turned into a dance floor. Another had the centre carved out of it,
wide enough for a car to drive right through it. Of course this action made it totally unstable.
On one visit we stood playfully underneath it; the next year it had fallen to the ground.

Calaveras Big Trees State Park

We spent a few days at Yosemite National Park in the depths of winter in 2016. Driving
along the winding roads was a memorable meditation tinged with sadness, as many, many
large trees had died in the long and unrelenting drought. Giant redwoods, boulders, smaller
trees and tiny shrubs were blanketed with a thick, white powdery coating of snow, like a vast,
icy fairyland. Every now and again we saw a deer, still as a statue as it watched us drive by.
Such a unique experience. Back home I had only seen snow on occasional day trips to the
mountains, or in cities such as New York and London.
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The new garden path in 2009 and again in 2012

After gardening in a small, flat suburban plot with the neighbours just metres away, the
one hectare hillside property we bought sixteen years ago presented a huge challenge both for
its size and topography. The soil is ancient granitic sand weathered away over the millennia.
A short drive in any direction offers vistas of enormous granite boulders, some balancing on
tip-toes on other rocks. Heavy frosts are a given. Fortunately the previous owners made
improvements which provided the foundation for a predominantly native garden. I aimed for
a parklike effect; a strolling space with meandering paths. A good friend helped to reshape
paths and plant eucalypts and clusters of shrubs for habitat. Rejuvenation was, and is, the
name of this game, with no toxic substances used at all.

Parsley gone wild

Dandelion flowers in a vase
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Mamatus clouds – an incredible sight seen from the back garden

When I first came out of hospital I found it difficult to garden. My energy was depleted
and my balance was not great. This made it hard to dig, prune and mulch. Being faced with
my own mortality and undergoing so many medical procedures while dealing with extreme
needle phobia had made me overly fearful. Possible dangers in the garden loomed
ridiculously large in my thoughts, especially a brown snake biting me (well, they are
Australia’s most venomous snake and more than a few happen to call my garden home) or a
kangaroo kickboxing me in the stomach. Going forth regularly between city and country did
not help either because gardening requires continuity.
Slowly I started to regain my energy and began to reclaim the neglected space.
My garden became my teacher and sometimes the lessons have been harsh. Nature is
messy. A few years back a mini-cyclone swept in through the reserve behind the back garden,
flattening one hundred years old trees. Fortunately one giant yellow box still stood tall. A
huge explosion of dandelions and cape weed is a yearly occurrence. Branches suddenly fall
out of the sockets of trees. Lerp can totally infest the leaves of a red gum when your back is
turned. Most of my plantings survive and are happily in their place, but some fail. Unwanted
Indian myna birds often decide to pay a visit and claim their space. And cockatoos, parrots,
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kangaroos and rabbits help themselves to the fruit trees and whatever else they fancy for a
snack.
The garden has taught me patience. At first I did not know how to create a haven in this
large and relatively harsh environment. It took time to become sympathetic to my
surroundings. Extensive tree and shrub planting, together with regular mulching and layering
around beds with recycled weed scraps, newspapers, leaves and grass (but not discarded
bulbs), has created a much more fertile, friable soil, and that has taken some time. Yet there is
a never-ending sense of amazement that trees planted twelve years ago are already well
established or that feathery indigenous wattles self-seed everywhere. Change happens
quickly.
Many species of birds, bees, snakes, lizards, the odd echidna, frogs, butterflies and other
insects have made the garden their home or come around for a seasonal visit, providing
continuous opportunities to observe nature close up. I’m finding birds in particular wonderful
to watch. Our baby magpies squawk at their parents with demands to be fed, technicolour
parrots cavort in the birdbaths, bossy cockatoos flick their yellow crests, letting the rosellas
know they were there first and honey eaters plunge their beaks deep into brush-like Grevillea
flowers. Meanwhile a wedge tailed eagle soars nonchalantly above.

Clothes line – no need for a dryer

Bug and eggs on the washing

It’s strange but I never used to think about those who made this bit of land their home
before me until I became ill. Now I can imagine the Traditional Owners – the nomadic
Taungurung people – walking across the then heavily treed hills and heading for the creek at
the bottom of the hill. And making the best use of their beautiful resource-rich environment:
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catching fish, collecting berries, making shelters, nets, baskets along with spears and
boomerangs for hunting animals such as kangaroos, koalas and emus. There are no koalas or
emus here now, and I haven’t seen a possum for years, but mobs of kangaroos regularly visit
our garden, especially in summer for an early evening drink out of the bird baths.
Through revegetation, the garden is a small but positive response to climate change and
deforestation.
It is a place to sniff the heady scent of the roses and lilacs, after checking for bees and
other little creatures which might be foraging inside. A place to build up vitamin D levels,
hang up the washing, take a stroll or enjoy a glass of prosecco with friends and watch the way
the shadows fall as the sun goes down. Or in one memorable incident, watch a large brown
snake pursue a blue tongue lizard across the vegetable patch and slowly but surely swallow it
whole, right below the back veranda. I was so engrossed in what I was seeing I forgot to
photograph it for Facebook.
The garden has provided a wonderful haven; a place of healing. It is alive, a little bit wild
and unpredictable and ever changing, in the Australian tradition, from lush green to dry and
brown and back to green again. Before I got AML I did not see the garden as an essential
ingredient in recovery from illness. Now I do. It strikes me that gardens are vitally important
for our well-being, no matter a person’s state of health, because they involve all the senses. I
can sit looking out at the trees and across the hillside; I can touch leaves and flowers, hear
creatures communicating or foraging about for food, enjoy the fragrance of wet eucalyptus
and savour the herbs and tomatoes for our meals; I can listen to the birdcall of a thrush and
marvel at how it never sings off the note. I can sit on the back veranda for ages and
contemplate the world. I reinvigorate the garden and the garden helps restore me back to
health. Life in my garden is good.

The Nature of Healing secured a spot on the longlist of 20 chosen from nearly 140
entries in the Nature Conservancy Nature Writing Prize 2021.
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